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Printable version. Add links. Stanley Tookie Williams was co-founder of the Crips when he was
only 17 years old, and given the death penalty in San Quentin State Prison , California on
December 13, Raymond Washington, co-founder, was murdered in Like the Bloods, because the
Crips have no written constitution, they are officially labeled a "security threat group" in prison,
not a gang. Some have said the word "Crip" allegedly came about after a woman in a Los
Angeles housing project filed a report against two young teenage thieves, including founding
member Raymond Washington descrtibing one of her assailants as a "crip with a stick,"
meaning a cripple with a cane. However, other sources indicate that the word derives from
"Crib," from the Baby Avenue street gang that became the Avenue Cribs gang, located in the
Central Avenue area of Los Angeles in the late s. Various youth detention camps in California
have also historically housed both Crips and Bloods members, including:. As of , 30, Crips
street members were operating in cities across the nation. About 12, street members operated
in Los Angeles about 1, lived in New Jersey as of , where they had operated a stronghold in
East Orange. Over members allegedly reside in Price, Utah. Crips began to spread to Canada in
the early s. A murder of a 14 year-old teen in Victoria, BC was later attributed to the Crips. The
full breadth of the Crips cannot be captured here, but to view and submit locations of individual
chapters, see the " Factions " section below. West Virginia Wisconsin Wyoming more The Crips
spread to Texas prisons in the s. Rivalries Rivalries have been reported with: Bloods Latin
Kings some Hoover Crips members have clashed in the past with members of the 18th Street
Gang , however user sources indicate that they are not rivals, and actually share the same
hood. The rd Paybacc Crips are also located here. The o. According to user sources, this is the
largest Crip set in Edmonton, Alberta. Began in San Diego, California, on 38th st. Eastside
Parkside Gangsta Crips p. Also reported inside Mcneil Islands Correctional Center, Washington,
but only low frequency and not more than 20 members. Hoover Crips covering 43rd to th streets
in L. New Born Crips - a Toronto group that developed in the early s, which, as of , had 70
known members. Reported also in Los Angeles and New Orleans. You've likely seen plenty of
tattoos that indicate a person's allegiance to a group or gang. But what do gang tattoos mean?
Whether they're full of color or rendered in stark black ink, those pictures hide symbolism in
their lines. If you're curious about their secret meanings, this list is for you. As gang
membership grew in America in the s, tattoos became more popular among members. Similar to
prison tattoos , gang tattoo designs became a way for members to show allegiance to particular
groups. Almost every gang that exists has some specific tattoos associated with them. From
Hell's Angels to the MS, their notable tats are included here. Scroll through this list to see some
specific gang tattoos and their meanings. The stories these designs tell are fascinating. The
Latin Kings are a Hispanic gang based out of Chicago. Their most famous symbol is likely the
five-point crown, which often appears as a tattoo. The number five is significant to the group ,
as it represents their five tenets: obedience, sacrifice, honor, love, and righteousness. The Crips
have a lot of tattoos associated with them, with a portion of them having to do with
disrespecting their rival gang, the Bloods. Hunter S. The infamous group has a few tattoos and
symbols associated with them. This tattoo from the Klu Klux Klan goes back to the '20s. The

noose is meant to represent all the lynching that took place during that time. Latin Kings. Hell's
Angels. Ku Klux Klan. Dangers abound in the world of srteet art, however one danger stands
out as increasingly dangerous. Gangs around the country use graffiti to mark their terriotory
and do not take kindly to street artists. In several parts of los angelos gang members will stop
you in the middle of the street and ask you if you have spray paint if you are wearing a
backpack or a messenger bag. If you answer in the affirmitive or if they take your bag and find
spray paint or markers its very likely they will steal your backpack and probably get violent. If
you think you are in dangerous territory with gangs, your best bet is to leave as soon as
possible and make as little noise as possible. If push comes to shove try to find a cop, its better
to get a ticket for having spray paint with intention to use than to get shot or beaten. Gang
graffiti is fairly easy to recognize; it usually has little or no artistic value and is simply a way to
mark that gangs territory on the street. A few genaral ways to recognize genric gang graffiti are
as follows:. Latin kings: The latin kings are one of the easiest gang tags to recognize, all you
have to do is look for the signiture five pointed crown, along with a frequent use of old english
lettering. In fact, old english lettering is a common trait among most latino gang graffiti.
However it is VERY good to be able to tell the latin king graffiti apart from others, for the simple
reason that the latin kings are the second most hostile gang when it comes to graffiti. The have
made a reputation for themselves on the streets of L. Crips: The easiest way to recognize crip
besides just seeing the word crip or somthing graffiti is the apperance of the six pointed star,
much like the star of david. This star represents the six points of the crip lifestyle, but i wont go
into detail on that here. Another way is if the b's in the tag are all crossed out, as a way to
disrespect the bloods. In the penal code, is the code for first degree murder. Bloods: Like the
crips, the bloods also use a star in their graffiti, but their star has five points again representing
the five main points of the blood lifestyle, which i won't go into here. Bloods also cross out the
letter C to disrespect the crips, and use the for the same reason as the crips. How creative.
Anyway, the bloods are well known as the most violent gang when it comes to graffiti. Policy in
most blood crews although less in L. Of course this doesnt always happen, whether it's
because they don't have the stomache to kill so freely or they are worried about getting caught
we can't know for sure. But 99 percent of the time you will have your cans and valubles stolen
and you will be beaten extremely badly. Want to master Microsoft Excel and take your
work-from-home job prospects to the next level? Jump-start your career with our Premium
A-to-Z Microsoft Excel Training Bundle from the new Gadget Hacks Shop and get lifetime
access to more than 40 hours of Basic to Advanced instruction on functions, formula, tools, and
more. Really interesting. I used to live in Glassell Park east LA , which has it's fair share of gang
graffiti. Wish I had known how to distinguish the different tags at the time. Cool articles I live in
Cleveland Ohio, and I woke up this morning to spray paint on my car it is from a local violent
gang should I be worried? A few genaral ways to recognize genric gang graffiti are as follows:
Thin, very translucent lines. This results in gangs using brands like krylon or american accent,
which are not made for tagging purposes. Most art supply
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stores keep their paint in a heavy metal locked cage, and usually under camera supervision.
Most gangs "cross out" opposing gang graffiti with a fast "X" through the tag. They then usaully
write their gangs name on top. Gangs are also fond of putting triple X's after thei tags. Im not
totally sure why. Gang gaffiti just wants to take up as much space as possible without alot of
work, while most taggers want quality over quantity BOCTAOE. This usually results in the entire
wall of an alley being taken up by two or three badly drawn words. Now how to recognize gang
tags for certain gangs. Part two coming soon. Sign Up. Thank you the information I got from
your article, It will help with my paper. Share Your Thoughts Click to share your thoughts. Hot
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